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Student Newspaper of the National Law Center, The George Washington University

March 29, 1970

Ethics 'Committee
Allows Public
.
Interest Lawyers To Advertise
,

The members of LABEL, a group petitioning the FDA in behalf
of more accurate and complete ingredient lists on food labels.

LABEL Petitions FDA;
You Are What You Eat

For the first time in this .prospective adoptive and foster
parents who might be barred by
country,
a Bar Association
practices
of child
Ethics Committee has come out existing
in favor
of advertising by placement agencies.
Another ad related to the
lawyers for clients. The opinion,
Stern Firm's representation of
by the
highly.
prestigious
Committee
on Ethics arid Consumers Union in an effort to
Grievances of the District of compel the Food and Drug
Columbia Bar Association, is Administration to ban the sale
of certain toys that can kill and
expected to have far-reaching
effects on' the ability of public maim children. While the case
was on appeal, the FDA relented
interest
law' firms-those
and banned over three dozen
representing
the
poor,
minorities,
consumers,
and toys as hazardous. The Firm
environmental groups-to advise then published its second Public
the public of legal rights and to Service Legal Opinion, advising
offer legal assistance.
The case parents of the names of the toys
arose out of a "Public Service and of their right to "get the
Legal Opinion" published last toys out of your home and get
fall in newspapers and magazines your money back, right now,"
delays by FDA in
and on radio and television by despite
the Stern Community Law Firm. drawing up regulations.
The
Ethics
Committee,
The ad called attention to the
plight
of children in such responding to complaints by a
institutions as Junior Village, number of lawyers, conducted
suggested the need for more an extensive investigation of the
liberal
practices
relating to firm and its advertising campaign
adoptive and foster homes, and and found it to be not only
offered free legal services to "consistent with the spirit and

letter" of the Bar's new Code of
Professional Responsibility, but
also "praiseworthy"
and in
"keeping
with
the highest
responsibilities
of the legal
profession." In approving the
ads, however, the Committee
suggested
they
be clearly
designated as opinions and not
as assertions of fact, and that the
names of individual attorneys
not be used.
Monroe
H. Freedman,
a
George Washington University
Law Professor who is directing
the Firm this year, expressed
satisfaction
with
the
Committee's decision. "We can
easily
live with
the two
limitations suggested ,by the
Committee,"Freedman
said, but
he added -that in his view any
advertising by an attorney that is
not "false and misleading" is
protected
by the
Flr st
Amendment,
whatever
the
canons of ethics might say.

by Gary Strasherq
A group of five G.W. law students filed a petition with the FDA
requesting that "for the purposes of promoting honesty and fair
dealing in the interest of the consumer, all food manufacturers and
distributors
must list on the label, in the order of their
predominance,
all, ingredients which are contained in their
product." The group, known as LABEL, an acronym for Law
Students Association for Buyers' Education and Labeling was
initially conceived in Professor Banzhaf's course in Unfair Trade
Practices last Fall. Its members, all second year law students, are
Arthur Koch, Chairman; Louis Kaufman, Gary Laden, Joan Levy
and Ellis Saull.
(See ETHICS, p. 7)
The group has been working closely with James Turner, author of
the Chemical Feast, attorney for the Center for the Study of
Responsive Law, and a close associate of Ralph Nader. In a press
conference held at the Law School on February 25, 1971, Mr.
Turner stated that "the petition filed today with the FDA by .the ... _.
group of George Washington University Law Students known as
LABEL brings before the agency, in official form, a question which·
has remained unresolved for more than thirty years since the Food,
by Cynthia Edgar
strenuous childbirth is a joyful experience for
Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938 was passed. The fact that caffeine
Five years ago, legal abortions were almost
many women, for others the prospect of
could be added to cola and "pepper" drinks without saying so on impossible to obtain in the United States.
motherhood is a resented accident.
the label, and that monosodium glutamate could be added to Forty-eight states permitted abortion only to
In all Western societies, women have been the
mayonnaise without label indications, has long been a source of
primary keepers of the home and children. As
preserve the life of the mother; Alabama and the
concern to advocates of honest labeling and safe food consumption.
society and technology have developed and
District of Columbia permitted abortions to save
Now, a group of highly motivated law students has finally forced
help
in production
has become
the health of the mother, but the uncertainty of . women's
the FDA to face the issue legally."
unnecessary, the scope of the female role has
the definition of "health" prevented most doctors
The LABE L petition has generated favorable reactions from
been narrowed until today, motherhood is almost
from performing' abortions except in extreme
various segments of the public. Congressman Rosenthall's Office
the sole occupation
and pre-occupation
of
circumstances.
(D-N.Y.) has asked to meet with the group for the purpose of
women.
By 1970, eleven states had broadened the legal
possibly implementing their requests in forthcoming
legislative grounds for abortion, and in two states-Hawaii
Yet this "duty"
conflicts with the high
proposals. Newsweek, which is planning a special issue on Foods
expectations
raised in women by education,
and New Yorkwithin a stated period of
and Drugs, has expressed interest in the matter and may hold an
affluence, and increased leisure time. More and
gestation abortion is virtually available upon
interview with the group.
more women resent forced childbearing as the
demand. It appeared that the old and impassioned
Giant Food, the large supermarket concern, has already agreed to
determinant of how they must spend the greater
debates on abortion would be absorbed in a
implement a program of labeling product ingredients. Mrs. Esther
part of their lives. Many of these women will
groundswell of liberalization.
Peterson, Consumer Consultant to Giant Food, and former
pay any cost (and the cost is exorbitant-at
The New York legislators, however, repealed
Consultant \0 President Johnson on Consumer Affairs has been
minimum between $300-$500) to retain some
the old abortion restrictions only with tears and
instrumental in this implementation' by working closely with the
prophecies of doom. The Maryland legislature is control over the course of their lives.
GW group.
Dr. Christopher Tietze. associate director of
for the second consecutive year being stymied in
In a letter to Dean Kramer, Joseph Danzansky, President of Giant
the Biomedical Division of the Population
an attempt to pass an abortion law similar to that
Food, stated that, "Giant has agreed to a voluntary program of
Council and a renowned student of abortion, has
of New York. And Senator Packwood, who last
labeling product ingredients of some of our private label foods now
estimated
between 200,000 and 1,200,000
year introduced a bill in the U.S. Senate to clarify
covered by FDA standards of identity. This move by Giant
illegal abortions. This estimate has been raised to
when abortion may be performed in the District
paralleled a petition to the FDA by the students .. .J wish to
1,500,000 by Dr. Harold Rosen of John Hopkins
of Columbia (again, along the lines of the New
commend these students for their responsible approach to the
Hospital.' Based upon the generally agreed-upon
York law) is reconsidering his proposal this year
reform of the market place. . .Professor Banzhaf deserves our
because of the opposition he has encountered.
figure of 1,000,000 illegal abortions per year, and
congratulations and warmest encouragement as he works to make
Abortion statutes in
majority of states still
4,000,000 live births per year, we see that one
his students respond to the needs of today's society ... "
follow, with some variations,
the original
out of five pregnancies ends in abortion; this
Dean Kramer, in a letter to Charles C. Edwards, Commissioner of
figure corresponds to Kinsey's findings in 1958,
prohibition of any abortion unless necessary to
the Food and Drug Administration, stated: "As the Dean of
preserve the life (or health) of the mother .. which held that urban white, educated women
National Law Center of the George Washington Unviersity, I believe
"Liberal"
abortion
laws generally add that
aborted Y, to 1/5 of all pregnancies.
I should call your attention to these students for their careful study
abortion is lawful if performed for one or more of
In contrast,
10,000 legal abortions
are
in the area of the Food and Drug Administration's regulations and
performed annually (excluding New' York and
the following reasons: Pregnancy results from
for their sincere efforts to work with industry and government in
Hawaii, where the new abortion laws have been in
incest or rape; pregnancy threatens the physical
order to use the legal system to achieve their goals ... 1 hope that the
or mental health of the mother; pregnancy is effect for less than a year).
FDA will give the LABEL petition prompt consideration and a
Most students agree that at least 5000 deaths
likely to produce a deformed or retarded child.
.
careful review."
'
per year
are attributable
to abortion
Although
statutes
vary as to residency
complications. In Eastern Europe, where abortion
requirements. many hospitals have voluntarily
In its petrtion LABEL asserts that in accordance with
is essentially available upon demand, the death
Congressional intent the. FDA has promulgated Standards of imposed them; and the ambiguity of when an
rate
is 30 per 1,000,000 abortions. This rate has
abortion
is
necessary
to
preserve
the
life
of
the
Identity to promote honesty and fair dealing in the interests of
been substantiated by the rate of death for legal
consumers. The petition charges that presently under the FDA mother, or when pregnancy threatens the health
abortions in the U.S. Thus, a legal abortion is no
Standards of Identity regulations. food labeling is misleading and of the mother, has made most physicians afraid to
'more dangerous than a tonsillectomv, and is safer
even discuss abortion with their patients.
not fully disclosed. For example, some products list no ingredients
than carrying the child to term (which has a death
Women bear the full brunt of the reproductive
whatsoever on their label~. Hellmann's Mayonnaiseand Polaner Pure
process.
Although
nine
months
of
pregnancy
and
(See ABORTION, p. 2)
(See LASE L, p, 2)
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Stanford law Takes Step Toward New Professionalism
[Reprinted from the Student
Lawyer Journal, Nov. 1970.]
Stanford University School of
Law has created an innovative,
diverse
curriculum
which
is
expected to break the three-year
"lock
step in American
legal
education."
Through a variety of
programs
ranging from two to
five years in length and offering
from
one
to three
degrees,
Stanford
University
School of
Law is reaching out to other
academic disciplines on campus
and
is offering ~ students
an
opportunity
to dig deeply into
legal research.
Last January,
Stanford
law
students
inaugurated
a new
"extern"
program
in which
students
receive the equivalent
of a semester's
credit for six
months training off campus. The
"externs" work in a variety of
areas. This spring two students
worked with juvenile and adult
probation
departments,
one in
I a nd
planning,
one
in a
redevelopment
agency, two in
trial' courts,
two in appellate
courts, one worked abroad with
a professor in Europe and four
worked with the Center for Law
and Social Policy in Washington,
D.C.

represent a natural, evolutionary
extension
of
trends
now
. apparent
on many law school
campuses.
Their
cumulative
impact may give legal education
"a markedly different"
look in.a
decade
or so.
Increasingly,
tomorrow's
students
will bring
with them a base of experience
and practical
exposure
to the
actual working context
of the
practitioner:
American
legal
education
will not return to the
apprenticeship
but
will
incorporate
practical
exposure
and clinical,
external
training
into its education
programs. In
the future, some law schools will
specialize,
perhaps
limiting
themselves
to a particular kind
of
law student
or perhaps
specializing
in a single field of
law for advanced
training
of
students whose legal training has
been obtained elsewhere.
Students
now
enrolled
at
Stanford
may now complete
their work in two years and
receive
a Master
of
Jurisprudence
degree-the
first
two-year
law degree
program
offered by a major university.
While the new J.M. is a terminal
degree, students who receive it
may later apply to return to
school
for
aJ.
D. degree.
Admission
standards - are the
same for both J.M. and J.D.
degrees.
Students
need
not
-choose between them until nearthe end of their second year at
law school.
Professor
Thomas
Ehrlich
of Stanford
believes
that,
"In
a society
preconditioned
against
drop-outs, students have a strong
incentive not to terminate their
legal study after two years, even
when they have no need for the
third year."
On the other hand,
he notes, individuals from other

disciplines
and
professions
"would seize the opportunity
to
obtain basic legal education
if
they could do so in two years
and obtain a degree."
Pattern of the "New" Education
Professor
Ehrlich
believes
that, "The changes are not going
to cause an overnight revolution
in the school. But gradually the
character
of the student
body
will change. At some point in
the near future, in the place of
150 third-year
students
in a

ABORTION,

single

from p:

legal

pattern,

there

will be 40

who have had or are having the
extern
experience,
perhaps 20
on a research program of their
own design, 25 in joint degree
programs,
another
20
in
modified
research
and
inter-disciplinary
studies,
a
handful
working
on special
concentrations
(such as law and
psychiatry
or environmental
studies) and the remaining 40 or
50 pursuing a general program
because
they have consciously
chosen
it." The
change
will

mean

more

freedom

and

flexibility
for
the faculty.
Professors will not be obliged to
participate
in any program but
according
to
Ehrlich,
"the
incentives
are
there-closer
contact with motivated students,
opportunities
for
cross-disciplinary
collaboration
and direct working arrangements
with working
practitioners
in
courts,
government
agencies,
public
interest
law firms and
policy
research
institutes."

1------------

Abortions

Are Safe

rate of 291/100,000 live births).
Thus, the insistence that human life begins at
Studies
from
Scandinavia
indicate
that
conception seems to be primarily founded upon
physical
and mental
complications
are rarely
religious definitions; only the Catholic Church has
serious or permanent. Psychological
repercussions
specified that human life begins at conception,
seem to occur in only a small minority of women
and that the fetus has the same rights as the
(less than 25%). Serious
psychological
injury
mother. It is significant that no religious groups
affects only 11% of women undergoing abortion; - other than the Catholic Church (which rejects all
of those, many of the women did not make the
contraceptive
devices) has objected to the use of
decision
themselves,
or were deserted
by the
the IUD-a device which dislodges the fertilized
father.
egg from the uterus, preventing development.
The vast majority
of women
undergoing
Whatever the merits of the religious and moral
abortion are married; most are middle class and
delineation
of life, it is evident that abortion can
the mothers of other children.
Studies in New
not be prohibited on such a delineation,
for to do
York and Minneapolis indicate that between 2/3
so would contravene the First Amendment.
Those
and 3/4 of aborted women are married, though
women and physicians who believe that fetal life
Students
continue
to
pay
not all actually live with their husbands. Within
becomes human life at birth, or at viability, or at
tuition
while they are in the
this group of married women, the highest rate of
some other point, are precluded from living and
progran.
Some
students
abortion falls within the age groups of 16-25 and
acting
in accordance
with
their
moral and
however, receive salaries during
40-50.
Users
of, contraception
more
than
philosophical
beliefs.
the
summer
from
their
non-users seem to utilize abortions, and data that
Since the fetus is not legally accorded
the
sponsoring
agencies.
Students
abortion
rates increase as educational
levels rise
rights of a full human being (or indeed, of a
may take courses which may be
indicates that as parity increases, abortion is used
human being at all), and the health aspects favor
essential
to
their
extern
primarily to limit the ultimate size of the family
abortion,
the abortion
statutes
constitute
an
program, meet with the faculty
rather than to space children.
invasion of privacy of the kind struck down by
and are required
to write a
Legally, women are caught in a controversy
the Supreme Court in Griswold v. Connecticut.
research paper based upon their
between the rights of the fetus to be born, and
Just as the decision to use contraceptives
is an
externship experiences.
~
the rights of the mother
to be free of the
aspect of the private marital relation into which
Externship
and other
new
responsibility
and burden of an unwanted
child.
the state may not inquire, the decision to remedy
programs at Stanford, according
the failure of contraceptives
is a private decision
The rights of the father are interposed
somewhere
to
Dean
Bayless
Manning,
in the middle.
which the state may not regulate. Again, one
must note that no state has banned the IUD.
Probably the crux' of the controversy
is the
Griswold -has been extended by the courts to
widespread
belief that abortion
is a form of
other, non-marital
sexual matters, and it seems
murder.
This
belief
centers
around
the
evident
that
a state's
alleged
interest
in
assumption
that
conception
delineates
the
discouraging
non-marital
intercourse
is no
existence of a human being with full rights of a
justification
for the substantial
invasion oftthe
living person. The validity of these assumptions
Red Raspberry
Preserves are two nationally
distributed
food
privacy incurred by the abortion
statutes.
At least
have plagued law, medicine,
and' religions for
products that do not list any ingredients on their labels. Thus the
centuries.
one District
Court has already
invalidated
an
consumer is unaware of the existence of eggs in mayonnaise or sugar
abortion statute on this ground.
Murder as presently defined relates only to the
in raspberry preserves. To the average consumer such non-disclosure
Further,
and perhaps
more important,
the
taking of human life; thus,the
question
is not
may seem immaterial but to one suffering from heart disease in the
statutes
violate the due process -clause of the
former or from diabetes in the latter, the seriousness of lack of full
when life exists within the womb of the mother
Fourteenth
Amendment.
The
choice
as to
disclosure cannot be exaggerated.
but when human
life exists. Physicians
as a
whether
to bear children
is essential
to a
Some
products
list only the coloring
ingredient,
without
wholeparticularly
non-Catholic
physiciansdo
meaningful definition of liberty and control over
disclosinq any other ingredients.
Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola, two
not believe
that
a human
being
exists
at
one's own life. Just as the state does not require a
well-known
soft drinks, tell the consumer that they are caramel
conception.
Medicallv, the union of the sperm
man to become a father, or even to marry, the
colored, but list none of the other- ingredients.
The consumer
is
and egg produces a special organization
of cells
state cannot
make this demand on women (it is
unaware of the required presence of caffeine. This is important to a
which
may develop
into a human
being if
not significant
that the woman consented to the
person who may be allergic to caffeine. Furthermore,
the Mormons
permitted to do so or if conditions are right.
intercourse
which resulted in conception;
so did
are prohibited by their religion from consuming ca-ffeine.
With the advent of organ transplantations
and
the man, and neither can be said to have also
Some products label several of their ingredients, but neglect to
medical
advances,
physicians
have redefined
intended conception).
inform the consumer that this is only a partial disclosure. Howard
death-that
is, the cessation of life-as a totally
Realistically,
it is the woman who must care
Johnson's
Cola lists five ingredients
on its label. The average
non-functioning
brain. The brain of a .fetus does
for the child once it is born. If she does not need
consumer may easily interpret this list to be a full disclosure of all
not begin to function
until the seventh month.
to support herself, she must sti II give up several
the ingredients contained
in the product. For example, caffeine is
Medically, this, is a better delineation
of human
years of her life and liberty to care for the child.
an essential ingredient of any cola drink, yet it is not listed.
life than conception.
Seven _months
is also the
If she-must work, she must pay for someone else
. time when a fetus is viable, that is, can sustain life
Pet food
labeling
is qualitatively
and quantitatively
more
. to care for the child, thus depriving her of a
outside of the womb.
It is useful to note that
informative
than the labeling required by the FDA for human
substantial
amount
of property.
Thus, to deny
physicians
define
natural
abortion
as
foods.
women
the option
of abortion
constitutes
a
The petition
charges
that
the FDA regulations
governing
"miscarriage"
during the first five months
of
deprivation
of life, liberty and property without
pregnancy,
and as "premature
birth" thereafter.
Standards
of Identity
are not in accord with the policies and
due process.
The fetus acquires legal personality
at birth.
purposes of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. The FDA
It is of course true that the father retains some
For purposes of homicide, a fetus is considered a
has stated
that
"food
products
are labeled
with
required
interest in the fate of the fetus. It is. also true that
information
to guide and protect the consumer."
The petition asks
human being when it has become viable. The
the woman alone bears the physical burden of
that
FDA food labeling procedures
be modified
to fulfill this
execution
of a pregnant
woman is stayed only
bearing the child, and in all probability
will have
objective.
"'Under
the present labyrinth of FDA regulations,
the
after the child has quickened.
No state requires a
to
care
for
the
chi
ld:
that
is,
the
woman
has the
consumer has no way to ascertain the ingredients contained within
death certificate
for the death of a fetus before
greater interest in whether a child should be
the product under the Standard of Identity. Instead, the Standard
the twentieth
week; and up to the fifth month of
borne. Laws which require the husband's consent
of Identity
has become a sanctuary
for hidden ingredients
and
gestation, the fetus may be disposed of without
for his wife's abortion in effect give the husband
additives. "
the usual formalities
required for the disposition
the ultimate decision over his wife's life. This is
In order to avoid any bureaucratic
delays and have the FDA act
of a corpse., Most states do not allow the fetus to
inconsistent
with articulations
by the court that
upon the petition promptly,
LABEL urges all students to write a
recover for pre-natal
injury unless the _child is
marriage
is a partnership
rather
than
a
letter of support,
asking for prompt action to the FDA. These
born alive, and those that do allow the fetus to
master-servant
relationship.
A better
way to
letters should be addressed to:
recover
for wrongful
death
seem to measure
protect the husband's interest might be to provide
Charles C. Edwards, Commissioner
damages by the harm to the parents. Until the
that the husband can get a court order to prevent
Food and Drug Administration
.fifth month at least, the states apparently
do not
the abortion providing he is willing to undertake
5600 Fishers Lane
recognize the existence of a human being within
the full care and responsibility
of the child.
RockviUe, Maryland
the embryo.

LABEL, from p. 1-------
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JFK Death: Lingering Doubts
by Ronald Jay Silverman
It is now almost 7% years since President Kennedy
was assassinated, but his death continues to affect our
lives. It has been said that the hopes and dreams of our
generation died with the President on that November
day. It is our duty to continue to seek the truth about
President Kennedy's death. Continuing analysis of the
Warren Commission Report will. keep the facts and
issues alive and under inspection.

at $200 a month on the day he was arrested; and, that
his informant number was 179. The story was
supported by the fact that Oswald's address. book
contained the telephone number and license plate
number of Dallas FBI agent James Hosty. Thus it
became apparent that the very ag~ncy that supplied the
Commission with most of its data was directly involved
in the investigation. The method by which the
Commission handled 'this most delicate and sensitive
matter is indicative of' the inadequacies .of its
One week after the assassination, the Warren
procedures.
Commission was established by Executive Order No.
J.L. Rankin discussed the allegation with J. Edgar
11130. President Johnson directed the Commission to
Hoover, and on Feb. 6 Hoover submitted an affidavit
evaluate all the facts and circumstances surrounding
to the Commission stating that a search of FBI records
the assassination and subsequent killing of the alleged
disclosed that Oswald "was never an informant of the
assassin. The explicit purpose of the Commission was
FBI, was never assigned a symbol number in that
factfinding. Was it possible that a second or secondary
capacity, and was never paid any amount of money in
purpose existed? Jay Edward Epstein, in his now
any regard."
The Warren
Commission never
famous book "Inquest," suggests that there was in fact
investigated the FBI files! Thus the Commission merely
a dualism in purpose. He states, "the implicit purpose
took the word of the FBI at face value and this delicate
was to protect the national interest by dispelling
and sensitive matter was disposed of.
rumors." It is Mr. Epstein's contention that the
It is my opinion that the very conclusions
Commission, in attempting to ascertain the facts, also
themselves have a high degree of incredibility. I refer
was motivated by a desire to protect our national
specifically to the' Commission's conclusion number 3.
institutions
and secure American prestige. The
"Although it is not necessary to any essential findings,
Commission's
General Counsel, J. Lee Rankin,
of the Commission to determine just which shot hit
remarked not one month after the Commission was
Governer Connally, there is very persuasive evidence
created: "We think it would be wise to reassure this
from the experts to indicate that the same bullet which
country and the world not only that we can protect
pierced the President's throat also caused Governor
our President but that accused criminals can be treated
Connally's wounds." This conclusion must be read in
fairly." These comments at least suggest more than a
light of conclusion number 2 which states: "The
factfinding purpose.
weight of the evidence indicates that there were three
shots," and conclusion number 1 which states: "The
The Warren Commission reported its conclusions in
shots which killed President Kennedy and wounded
an 888 page summary presented to the-President on
Governor Connally were fired from the sixth floor
September 24, 1964.
window at the Southeast corner of the Texas School
Book Depository."
Out of 552 witnesses only 94 testified at the
Almost the entire assassination
of President
Commission's hearing. 395 were examined by staff
Kennedy was filmed by Abraham Zapruder, a clothing
lawyers, 61 submitted affidavits, and two witnesses,
manufacturer whose residence is Dallas. The film has
Lyndon Johnson, and Mrs. Lyndon Johnson; submitted
become one of the most important pieces of evidence
unsworn statements.
The Commission did little
in the entire investigation. The film is divided into
collecting or analyzing the facts. The bulk of the work
frames and these frames were numbered consecutivetv..
fell upon six junior counsel who were supposed to be
The camera speed was 18.3 frames per second. The
teamed with and aided by six senior counsel. One
Commission concluded
that. President Kennedy's
senior counsel and one junior counsel composed six
reaction to a bullet is clearly visible by frame 225. It
separate teams, each with responsibility of investigating
also concluded that Governor Connally was hit by
another aspect of the assassination. The Commission
frame 235. Therefore only 10 frames or less than one
hired no independent investiqation agency and relied
second elapsed between the time both men were
exclusively on the data which was supplied to it by its
apparently first wounded. The Book Depository's
own staff, and reports submitted by the various
governmental agencies. The overwhelming bulk of the - southeast corner window's line of fire was blocked by a
large oak tree's foliage between frames 166 and 210.
reports submitted to the Commission were supplied by
The Commission concluded, therefore, that the first
the FBI and Secret Service.
shot could not have been fired before frame 210. If the
The conflict of interest between the investigative
shots were fired before frame 166 that would have
arm of the Commission and the investigation itself
meant a. delayed reaction of more than three seconds ..
became apparant when news leaked that Oswald was a
which was highly unlikely. By this analysis the
paid informer of the FBI. The story alleged that
maximum time that could have elapsed between the
Oswald had been working for the FBI as an informant
times both men were first shot was 25 frames (between
since September 1962; that he was on the FBI payroll
210 and 235) or less than two seconds.

However, it was also established that the minimum
time in which the assassination weapon could be fired
twice was 2.3 seconds or 42 film frames. It was
therefore physically impossible for two shots to be
fired by the same gun during the time when the
President and Governor Connally were first wounded.
,Either there were two guns meaning two assassins, or
both
men were hit by the same bullet. The latter is
Irrespective of the Connallys' testimony there is
other evidence which' makes the single bullet theory
highly suspect. Since one bullet fragmented when it
struck the President's head, and one bullet missed the
car completely, exhibit 399, which was found in
Parkland Hospital, had to be the bullet belonging to
the single bullet theory.
Lieutenarit Colonel Pierre A. Finck, Chief of the
Wound Ballistics Pathology Branch of the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology, was asked if Commission
Exhibit 399 could have caused the wound in the
Governor's rib cage, wrist, and thigh. He replied, "No;
for the reason that there are too many fragments
described in that wrist."
The FBI Supplemental Report dated January 13,
1964 states: "Medical examination of the President's
body had revealed that' the bullet which entered his
back had penetrated to a distance of less than a finger
length." If that were true how could it have exited and
inflicted Governor Connally's wounds?
The same FBI Supplemental
Report includes
photographs of the President's jacket and shirt which
graphically show entrance holes of the wound in the
back. These photographs show the bullet hole in the
jacket to be 5 and 3/8 inches below the collar, and in
the shirt, to be 5 and 3/4 inches below. The
Commission fixed the angle of the wound to be 18
degrees. How could a bullet traveling at an angle
downward of 18 degrees enter the President's back
approximately 5 inches below the collar and exit at his'
throat? (as the Commission concluded)
It seems to me that this evidence makes the single
bullet theory at least slightly suspect. However, one
must remember that the Commission felt it was not
essential to their findings. But if the single bullet
theory is not tenable, and since the same gun could not
have been fired by the same person in enough time to
inflict both the President's first wound and Governor
Connally's wounds, there must have been another gun,
meaning another assassin. It seems, therefore, that the
determination of which bullet hit Governor Connally is
indeed essential to the findings of the Commission.
The criticism which has followed the Report, and
which by now has almost inundated it, is history. The
primary problem with all the critics is their inability to
suggest credible alternative conclusions. This, however,
does not subtract from the failure of the Commission.
It was created after a beloved President was cruelly and
unjustifiably taken from his country and family. It
had the responsibility of determining the facts of that
internecine act. The inadequacies of that endeavor
cannot be forgiven or forgotten.

Mare Clausum, Or Mare Liberumj

Two
by Charles A. Poekel, Jr.
On Se pternber
25, 1513
Vasco Nunez de Balboa, the
leader of a group of Spanish
explorers, waded out into the
aquamarine
waters
of the
Western Seas-later to be called
the Pacific Ocean-v and unfurled
the flag of Castile claiming the
waters for the King of Spain.
This "territorial claim" to the
world's largest _body of water
clearly shows the concern Spain
had for control of the seas and it
was this control that served as
one of the hallmarks of the
Spanish Empire.'
While not claiming an entire
ocean most Latin American
nations have followed Balboa's
footsteps by claiming 200 miles
of territorial waters. As far .as
being a breach of international
law Latin Americans argue that
since there has never been any
international agreement over the
extent of territorial waters, a
limit of 200 miles makes just as
much sense as one of three
miles.

Hundred Miles Or Fight

The concept of the liberty of By n k e r s hoe k pub lis h ed
the seas is much older than that
Dominion of the Seas in which
of territorial waters. Up until the he stated that coastal nations
Middle Ages there was no had the right over the area of the
concept of mare clausum, only sea over which a cannon shot
that of mare liberum. According
could be heard. In ,1782, the
to Ulpinao "nature had opened
Sicilian jurist Galiani published a
the seas for everyone." The first ,book on maritime rights in
principles
territorial waters which he determined the scope
came into being in the Middle of a cannon to be three miles
Ages when Italian jurists and and this became the classic limit;
authors held the belief that however, there had never been
coastal states ought to exercise a un ive rsal agreement on this
sovereignty of 100 miles over distance.
the waters adjacent to their
In 1793 the United States
coast. In the fourteenth century
adopted the three mile limit for
the city-states of Genoa and territorial
seas and has
Ve n ice
followed
the i r maintained it until this day.
countrymen's
advice
and
established maritime boundaries
Major developments came in
of 100 miles.
the concepts of territorial waters
after the close of World War II
In the year 1637 the Swiss when nations began to realize
treaty
expert
Laccenius
theirsearesources.lriSeptember
proposed in De Jure Maritima et of 1945 President Harry S.
Navali that territorial waters Tru ma n issued two unique
should be determined by "the
proclamations. The first declared
distance a sailing vessel could the 'continental shelf to be in the
cover in two days." In 1702 the jurisdiction of the United States
Dutch
jurist
Cornelio
von and the second declared that

of

"conservation zones" could be
established in areas of the high
seas.
Most
Latin American
nations considered the Truman
proclamations to mean a change
in international
law. In 1946
Argentina
proclaimed
its
sovereignty over its continental
shelf and the waters above it.
Chile on June 23, 1947 claimed,
sovereignty over the shelf and
also stated that it had the right
to establish zones of protection
for 200 miles. On August 1,
1947 the government of Peru
declared its jurisdiction over its
continental shelf and also over
200 miles of waters adjoining its
coast. In 1952 Ecuador, Peru,
and Chile pledged themselves to
the doctrine of maintaining 200
miles
of territorial
waters.
Today," '!line Latin American
nations have a 200 mile limit.
In defending their 200 mile
doctrine,
. Latin
Americans
usually point to the controversy
England had with Norway when
that
country
extended
its

territorial waters from three to
four miles. The case went to the
International Court at the Hague
'where the case was held for
Norway with the Court stating
that "the unilateral act by
Norway changing its limit of
territorial
waters from the
traditional
three in order to
protect
its fishing resources
constituted no infraction of any
principle of international law."
One
of
the
major
achievements
of the United
Nations' Twentyfifth
General
Assembly meeting was the call
for a conference on the law of
the sea for 1972. It should be
realized,
however,
that all
previous
attempts
on
in te rnational agreement have
been abortive and that with
nationalism riding high in Latin
America there seems little hope
for any compromise in the claim
of the 200 miles of territorial
waters. As a Peruvian recently
told .. me "we claim 200 miles
because the ocean is ours."
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letter to the -Editor

Editorials
Cohn's Power Trip
We address ourselves to an impossible issue: the double-dealing,
the Machiavellian tactics, and the megalomania of Mrs. Jean Camper
Cahn. Now we can immediately hear the scream of racism in our
ears and if criticism of a prominent Black is racism, our response is
that it would be professional hypocrisy for us to run a newspaper
with a policy of never criticizing any Black public figures.
The charges we make are based on the following. OED has
indicated to us that alternative funding mechanisms. for the U.L.1.
would be acceptable to them. The Dean has indicated a willingness
to continue affiliation with the U.L.1. if alternative funding were
accomplished. But Mrs. Cahn has rejected any alternative funding
(or any other compromise, for that matter) saying it would weaken
and bastardize the program and therefore no program is better than
a bastardized one. We say that this is arrogance because the
community and the students do not feel the program would be
bastardized under an alternative funding mechanism and O.E.O. is
in agreement on this. But what would be bastardized is Mrs. Cahn's
power and therein lies the whole issue of the U.L.1.
Mrs. Cahn 'is willing to have the community led to believe that
the Anacostia Suit would be dropped if U.L.I. goes, but this will not
happen. The students were told that without the U.L.I., clinical
education would be dead but this is not the case. The only truism
about U.L.1. and clinical education for JD students is that the U.L.1.
did not want JD students working in the field.
We read-a story in the Hatchet (Mon., Mar. 22, 1971) that the
ABA and National Legal Aid is going to investigate the law school
because of the U.L.1. severance, but the truth of the matter is that
Mrs. Cahn asked her friends in these organizations to come to GW
so that there could be some inquisition type headlines and they
came to the school with only one purpose: to compromise the
dispute, to assist both parties in breaking the impasse. But Mrs.
Cahn won't hear of it;
A charge has been made that the NLC is fascist and racist for not.
wanting to take responsibility for a program which provides a
benefit to them. But the Dean has indicated the NLC would assume
the responsibility for the academic affiliation with the U.L.1. so we
endorse the Dean's position that the NLC ca n not be responsible
for the field work of the U.L.1. for reasons he has already stated.
one of which we would like to reiterate: the NLC cannot assume
responsibility for that which it cannot control. Surely Mrs. Cahn
wouldn't accept a responsibility for something she can't control.
It seems ironic to us that Mrs. Cahn wants to shift the
responsibility for this program over which she has complete control.
It seems that it is sick that Mrs. Cahn is willing to say that no
- program is better than one over which she can't have complete
power. And by pouring the U:L.1. down the drain, Mrs. Cahn is
screwing the community and the law school-all because of her
insatiable drive for power.

Kramer's Respo~sibility
The above editorial should not be construed to exonerate Dean
Kramer's unilateral actions concerning ULI. The burden of proof
should never have been placed on ULI to justify its economic
feasibility to this institution; but rather the University must
perpetually justify its existence to the Washington community. The
Dean, as policy-maker of the Caw School, must immediately take
affirmative action to show the members of the community that the
University will constructively work harder than ever before to
participate in their future.

Thank You
The entire editorial board of the Advocate would like to thank
Charles Dunn for his tireless work on this year's paper. Because of
his many other commitments, this issue is the last upon which
Chuck will work as Editor in Chief. Most newspapers are only as
good as its.staff, but this paper's success can be attributed primarily
to an editor who often had to fill in for a staff that was ingenious in
its ability to get out of work. Thanks again Chuck. The Advocate
and the National Law Center are in your debt.
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Blair Was Unfair
clear?) that he is, in my opinion,
Tom's, ccmments
regarding
student apathy are perfect-it is one of the most, if not the most,
tireless and dedicated workers in
really so true, and kinda sad.
the senior class. Not only does
The spring svwll-the patch-work
solution-then
summer relief. It he carry a full academic load,
but he also has a demanding job,
is my hope and belief that the
has done a lot of work for the
SFC, if made up of willing and
Advocate, and is Director of the
responsible
student
representatives and 'imaginative
Legal Aid Bureau-a full time
Tom decries the power to faculty members, can change
job in itself. On top of all that,
recommend as no power at all. that cycle. It hasn't yet, but
he has generally been willing to
Taken out of the context of the contrary to Tom's belief, I think
serve any useful cause which
purpose and the accomplishment
it can,
needed his talents. That, indeed,
of the SFC, this is true. But it
is how he got on the SFC. When
•does not truly reflect the SFC
Perhaps
a part
of my 'informed
of his landslide
optimism is a result of having write-in victory, rather than turn
and its function.
Tom has suggested that the been more closely associated
it down for lack of time, he
Committee was the germ of an with the SFC than was Tom, resolved
to do his part.
Unfortunately, due to his heavy. Unfortunately even in Tom's day
idea
which
could
have
schedule, Tom was unable to' there are only 24 hours, and he
blossomed. I would suggest that
in several SFC was physically
to build a truly lasting and participate
unable
to
meetings
and
projects.
Perhaps if participate much of the time.
sturdy
"participatory
coo perative government"
the some other members of his class
cultivation of the germ needs had been as willing as Tom to
So my comments are not
more time than he has given it. serve on the Committee, Tom
would be better informed as to intended to find fault with
The very effectiveness which what transpired this year, and as Tom's services, but to state facts
a result be more appreciative of and rebut a conclusion which I
the Committee has developed,
feel is unjust. The Student
especially, this year, should go the Committee's worth.
Faculty
Committee
has not
far towards convincing powers
reached
its
fullest
potential-but
Lest anyone misinterpret my
that be, or at least a majority of
it is more
than
just
an
them, that they can, with comments with regard to Tom's
intellectual
exercise.
participation,
let
me
point
out
confidence, relinquish some of
Tim Cook
(make
one thing
perfectly
their power.
I am writing in response to
the publication of Tom Blair's
resignation letter to the Student
Faculty Committee.
While a
representative
on the SFC
myself, I am not writing for the
Committee. The opinions are
mine.

Only Game In Town
by David Kaufman
"You
know,
it's
been
unbelievable what's happened
since we announced the new
entrance c~iteria for GW Law of
3.2 average and 650 boards. For
one thing, I don't know if it was
too smart making the criteria
retroactive."
. "I'd have to agree on that.
Since we've decided to apply the
new standards
to current
students as well, every student
has been kicked out of school
for failure to qualify. The place
looks like a ghost town,"

You Always Wanted to Know
for
our
next
graduating
class-while
Harvard has only About the Law, But Were Too
been able to attract Wily Sam Intelligent to Ask. "
"Our future is bright. But first
Spiegal,
some
shyster
I've got to get the janitors to
Connecticut
Avenue attorney."
wash the walls in the Stockton
"We've never gotten proper Hall bathrooms,"
respect, but we will now. The
"Why do that?"
other day at a cocktail party I
"Well. I can't wait to read the
told one of the guests I was from graffiti the new students write .
George Washington Law School, Sucf high-class graffiti is bound.
and he replied, 'Oh, Georgetown' to contain some good legal
is a wonderful law school.' One insights
for my upcoming
of the other guests heard this, casebook. In GW's Golden Age
and soon the room was rocking even going to the bathroom will
with laughter-this guy was the be a rewarding experience,"
laughingstock of the party! I
heard one' of the guests say, 'can
you
imagine
confusing
Georgetown, a mediocre school,
with George Washington, one of
the finest
schools
in the
country?'-and
that was the
Deari of Georgetown
Law
School speaking!"

"Professors are quitting in
droves, too. They're afraid the
new, brilliant students will make
jackasses out of them when they
pull that old Socratic dialogue
routine. Our system is based on
professors taking ego trips at the
expense of mediocre students.
Once they find out that the
students are smarter than they
"And GW law students will be
are their egos won't be able to
in great
demand.
I hear
take the strain."
, Greyhound is going to start a
shuttle service from the Law
Library
to Baltimore
and
"And
t h ats
only
the
beginning of this turnabout.
Philadelphia to accomodate Law
Library groupies from' other
Whereas GW used to be a "safe"
school to apply to, now it rates
cities who'll want to get in on
top priority. Why I just saw a the action here. In addition, job
recruiters from geographically
college
senior who's .made
Harvard and Yale, but is still distant firms will be coming in in
waiting to hear from GW."
person to interview our students
instead of asking us to drop in
"The literary world has not when we're in their area."
been immune either. I hear that
"Yes, we'll be getting plenty
Erich Segal is revising Love
Story
to reflect
GW Law of respect. We'll infiltrate the
School's new prominence. Ryan best law firms, get the choice
O'Neal plays a GW law student [udqesh ips. and eventually
who meets Ali McGraw, Trinity there'll even be a "GW seat" on
College
heartthrob,
in the the Supreme Court! Maybe we'll
even have a best-selling author
Library of Congress,"
on our faculty, like Charles
Reich at Vale. Perhaps Prof.
"Get a load of this. President
Nixon, his Cabinet, and the Weaver will write The Sensuous
entire Supreme Court are vying Law Professor, by W, or D.C.
to deliver the keynote address Green could write Everything
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Reich: The Greening

Of

America

by Rodney J. Borwick

about psychiatry or redwoods or
"the
public
cannot see how the system can
It was during the period of to carryon
police or taxes or morals or war, American
interest. "
history
when,
work if he does not serve it by
In the beginning of his book and you can guess with fair
To question that "the public negotiating a consent decree for
Consciousness I was lived by a
Professor Reich reminds us of accuracy his views on all the rest majority of the society that
interest" could be other than
General Motors.
the main problems in our of these topics and many others
what
the interested
public i In order to deal with this sort
some
men acquired
vast
society.
(1)
Disorder,
besides even though they are fortunes. The Rockefellers, the thought it should be-those who lof a world the, creature of
corruption; hvpocrisv, war (2)- seemingly unrelated. If he thinks
Carnegies, the Vanderbilts, and were originally intended by the /Consciousness II became more
Poverty, distorted priorities, and wilderness
areas should be the Kennedys all became rich, New
Deal
to
be
[a nd more.
schizophrenic;
law-making by private power (3) 'developed' he is quite likely to
IWorking
existence
became
by hard work certainly, but regulated-became heresy. '
Uncontrolled
technology
and favor punitive treatment
for more importantly by living in a
What this all meant for the totally separate from the real life
the destruction of environment
campus disruptions.
If he is system
work.
On the job,
which
credited
a individual is that the whole after
(4) Decline of democracy and, enthusiastic about hunting wild
focus of a man's life came to be conformity,' lack of creativity,
man-his
successes
or
liberty, powerlessness (5) The animals, he probably believes
failures-solely
in terms of his directed toward "the public and toil for no apparent reason
artificiality of work and culture
that the American economic individual efforts. Those who interest." He became in every became the norm. Everyone
(6) Absence of community (7) system
rests
on individual succeeded were called self-made
when threatened
sense
of the
word
the 'conformed
Loss of Self.
'
business activity, and he has an men and 'their success was organization man. His personal with a cut in payor the possible
"What
has caused
the
aversion to people with long considered to be totally of their
life became submerged for the loss of the promotion.' Every
American system to go wrong in hair.
own doing. They were to be common good. No longer did his person felt his status threatened
such an organic way? There
While "consciousness" is the admired no matter how they
job hold personal meaning or by external forces over which he
seems to be the existence of a creator of any social system, itt
significance but the value of his had no control.
achieved their' wealth or who
universal sense of powerlessness. can lag behind that system, and
daily tasks was
only seen by
they used to get it. On the other
Things even reached the point
We seem to be living in a society even be manipulated by the
hand those who failed did so as a himself and others in relation to
where
even a man who
that no one created and that no system. "Lag and manipulation
result of their 'own frailty and the undefined good of the job,
attempted some reform of the
one wants. Yet paradoxically, it are the factors that produce a
the
state
or
the
system.
lack of strength.
conditions around him did so
is also a fact that we have consciousness characterized by'
"Robber barrens" the great
A man
found
himself
only
where
he was least
available to us the means to unreality .If we believe in free
men were called, and their
co m mitt in g horrible wrongs
effective. The liberal minded
begin coping with virtually all of enterprise, but the nation has holdings were referred to as
against everyone and everything
automobile
executive would
the problems that beset us ...The become
an interlocking
"empires."
They even built with the only justification being
hardly consider trying to reform
American crisis, then, seems corporate system, we are living palaces in which they lived and
that in the end his effort was a
the very organization he worked
clearly to be related to' an in unreality as the victims of lag, entertained.
They became so contribution
to "the public
for, the place where he could _
inability to act.".
and we are powerless to cope powerful
as
to
be
interest."
Reich's description
have the greatest effect. The
If we define the inability to with
the existing corporate
indistinguishable
from royalty
calls to mind a Jules Feiffer
personal risk of doing so was too
act in terms of an obsolete
system."
anywhere in the world. And yet,
cartoon depicting a scientist,
great.
Instead he found an outlet
In America today there are though the ways of these men businessman,
governmental
structure,
workman, pilot
for his civic efforts by trying to
monopoly
capitalism,
or three
general
types
of would seem to have clashed and _ bombadeer. The scientist
work
on hospital reform-a
mindless technology or perhaps
consciousness. One was formed directly
with. all democratic
says "I'm not to blame, I only
project
in which he was poorly
in the nineteenth century, the principles, they were revered and invented
some combination of the three
the' bomb."
The
qualified
and one in which he
we are still faced with the second in the first half of this envied by most citizens, They
businessman says, "I'm not to
question of why we are unable
century, and the third is just were heldupas rnodelsto which all blame, I only manufactured the would surely fail.
emerging. "Consciousness lis
to solve our problems. There
should aspire.
bomb." The workman says, "I'm
The most horrible thing about
must, be something even deeper
the trCflitiqnal outlook of the
It even became un-American
not to blame, I only loaded the man's
predicament
in this
Arn e j'i c a n farmer,
small to criticize them. And when bomb on the airplane." The society says Reich is that no one
than the crisis of the structures
businessman, and worker who is their
which make 'up our life.
authority
finally was pilot says, "I'm not to blame, I could do anything about it even
to
get
ahead.
"Whenever any attempt
is trying
challenged . and the premises only, fly the plane." And the if he wanted to. No one was in
Consciousness II represents the' upon which they had amassed
made
to begin confronting
bombadeer says, "I'm not to control; not the President, not
A'm e r i c a vs
problems,
we
values
of an organizational their wealth was considered,
blame, I only push the button. I Congress, not the courts, not
encounter a profound lack of society. Consciousness III is the there was no public outcry.
just take orders," In the last even the corporations.
The
understanding."
This lack of new generation.
Indeed the men who pointed out frame of the cartoon strip is a system
si mp lv rolled
and
understanding is not one held
Vietnamese peasant who says crunched along on its own not
The reason, says Reich, that the horrible working conditions
only by the uneducated but all liberal reforms always failed of the factory and the economic
"Which kills me?"
caring
who or what
was
almost all of us have a picture of to make meaningful changes in rape of the country were called
To make this example closer destroyed.
It seemed as -if
America's life, economy, and our society (witness the new tax Communist and Socialist. How, to your heart think of the nothing could stop it, that its
government that is fantastically
law and its attempts to deal with they were asked, can you place lawyer who sees a duty only to terror could not be halted and
out
of
keeping
with
wealth concentration) is that the economic constraints upon these thee one who pays him. He yet early in the 1960's the
contemporary reality. "The gap reformers dealt only with the men? To do s~ 'would violate the defines a serving even the most machine began to self destruct
is even greater in terms of our external trappings of American principles
of a laissez-faire heinous interests as necessary to and it was with this self
failure
to understand
the Society.
and would impose "the public interest." He has lost destruction that Consciousness
They attempted
to economy
possibilities and potential of change the government,
the methods that would result in a all personal morality and says he III began.
American life."
economy.
It is
administration and its agencies, socialist
Unreality is the true source of and the economic system. These incredible that so few saw that
powerlessness. What we do not external structures are also what the Rockefellers, Carneqies andunderstand we cannot control SDS and the Weathermen have the rest were the true socialists.
and
when
we
cannot
attempted
to alter.
But Their hold on the economy and
comprehend the major forces, according to Reich" this makes the regulation and manipulation
structures,
and values that little sense.
they practiced was stronger and
by Tom Edwards
pervade our existence, they must
The external structure of any more far reaching than any
It is refreshing to find amid the skepticism and cynicism of law
inevitably come to dominate us. state will never be the first thing socialist had ever dreamed.
school a person who can still say-"Life is good." Perhaps that is
The true
definition
of the to be altered but will always be
With
the
crash,
the
what Stuart Rawling's book-My Favorite Quotations-is all about.
American crisis would say this: preceded
by a change in the Depression, and the New Deal It is a greater pleasure to find amid the would-be Washington
we no longer understand the minds of its people. When and World Warll came the birth
lawyers and would-be-radicals a person that has the audacity to
system under which we live, change
is attempted
by a of Consciousness II. It was with
share something with his fellow law students, rather than cuddle it,
hence the structure has become modification of an institution
these majer events that the , baby it and 'horde it.
/
obsolete and we have become before the consciousness of a modern corporate state came
Hawlinq's book is such an experience-an attempt to say: Here is
powerless; in turn, the system state is altered either the change into being and the idea of the what has made life enjoyable, bearable and perhaps comprehensible;
has been permitted to assume will be. insignificantly slight or "public interest" became the now I'd like to share it with you; together we can make it.
unchallanged
power,
to even if it appears to be great, guiding star of a new way of
The way in which Quotations was put together-"With
a little
dominate our lives, and now ways
will
be found
to Iife. When the war came, help from my friends"-represents
the same community of spirit
rumbles along unguided and circumvent the' new institution
corporations
as well
as that is reminiscent of a time when persons cared about one another.
therefore indifferent to human in order to maintain the old individuals were impressed into
Quotations also reflects the many moods of not only Rawlings
ends.
ways.
public service to act in "the
but each one of us, from "Jabberwocky" to Shakespeare. There is a
The "understanding"
that
In the first 200 pages of the public
interest."
Defense
little something for each one of us.
holds such a key place in our book Reich takes us from the contracts
were let by the
Rawlings has worked as a fireman, cabdriver, longshoreman, fruit
lives is really something broader. consciousness at the birth of the government
by applying· the picker, dishwasher and garbage collector. All are consistent with his
Reich
uses
the
term
nation
to
the
present
same tests as in the granting of a philosophy of getting away and examining where you've been and
"CONSCIOUSNESS."
consciousness of the corporate
media
Iicense.
The public where you are going.
"Consciousness as we are using state. He refers to the initial interest must prevail!
In 1961 he helped build schools in Central Togo with Operation
the term, is not a set of period as Consciousness I. It is
A strong working relationship
Crossroads Africa. In 1963 he took six months hitch-hiking from
opinions, information~ or values, exempl ified by the Protestant
came to exist between the San Francisco to Peru and working with the Indians in Peru's
but a total configuration in any ethic-the
work ethic-the
idea corporation and the state and in altiplano. For the summer of 1964 he did civil rights work in
given individual which makes up that a man's worth (and indeed the name
of, "the
public Hattiesburg, Mississippi, and in 1965 he toured Brazil as part of a
his whole perception of reality, his access to heaven) is to be interest," the environment came U.S. State Department
Program. In 1967-68 Rawlings did
his whole world view. It is a determined_
by his worldly
to be destroyed,
highways agricultural work in the South Vietnamese town of Phan Rangi, and
common observation that once progress.
Of course
the
carved up the landscape, cities after the Tet offensive, he did refugee work in Saigon. 1969 saw the
one has ascertained a man's measuring stick for such progress were left to rot from within, and author studying historical sites and Indian reservations as he
beliefs on one subject, one is is wealth and power and if most the educational
system was travelled across the continental U.S.
able to predict a whole range of men must fall by the wayside turned into a machine to supply
When one has travelled as far and has met so many different
views and reactions. Ask a well then they simply don't
men who would fit easily into persons you've got to ask yourself what is life all about. Stuart has
stranger on a bus or airplane measure up.'
business or government in order resolved that "Life is good," and now he'd like to share it with you.
[First of two perts.]

Rawlings' Quotes

Say Life Is Good
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What Every Lawyer Should
by Tom Blair
'Many law students, as they reach the end of their
academic careers, realize for the first time that despite
all their intellectual achievements they do not know
anything about Rule One: getting the most out of each
client. This is especially important during the early
years of a young lawyer's practice, when a basic
mastery of Rule One may mean the difference between
hamburger and steak. However, ten years from now, a
thorough knowledge of the ins and outs of Rule One
might make the critical difference between EI Dorados
and Rivieras, so it's never too early to start.
Below is a partial list of the best and most reliable
rip-offs to use. (The list has been handed down from
generation to generation, so guard it with your life.)
Above all remember that a lawyer must have style-it's
the only thing that separates us from used car
salesmen. It's just as important to make the sucker
think he's getting a break as it is to actually get the
money out of him, so always leave 'em laughing.
Rip-Off Number 1: This device involves the
uncontested divorce. Very 'often, especially if you are
representing the wife, the client will subconsciously
want to be talked out of the divorce. Beware of this
latent desire and only discuss the mechanics of the
divorce action, or you'll lose the fee. No matter what
grounds exist forthe divorce, convince the client to sue
on the grounds of voluntary separation, if your
jurisdiction recognizes voluntary separation as grounds
for divorce. Although this means that you won't get
your fee for the divorce action for a year or eighteen
months, there are numerous advantages to pursuing
this tactic. (Even if you are financially strapped, the
wait will probably be worthwhile). First, by suing on
voluntary separation you can collect a standard fee
now for drawing up the separation agreement (usually
about $100) plus a standard fee for the uncontested
divorce when the separation period is fulfilled (usually
about $350). Second, if one spouse is reluctant to
break up the marriage, it's easier to "sell" a separation
than an immediate divorce, and by the end of the
separation period, your client's spouse will be easier to
convince. Third, it's easy to convince both. spouses that
there is no "blame" involved in' a divorce on the
. grounds of voluntary separation, so there is less
psychological resistance on the part of the named

I

defendant than there is in a "messy" divorce, like
adultery.
Rip-Off Number 2: If one spouse comes to you
before the other spouse has contacted a lawyer, get in
touch with the other spouse as soon as possible. If
you're quick enough, you can talk the other spouse
into letting you represent both of them in the
separation agreement. (It's considered bad practice to
represent both parties in the actual divorce action. in
many jurisdictions, but you can probably get away
with representing both of them in the separation
agreement, since a separation agreement is merely a
contract and, as such, is not subject to judicial
scrutiny.) Your big,selling point on representing both
of them is that if the other spouse consults another
lawyer, the separation agreement will cost them twice
as much, or $200, whereas you would be perfectly
willing to represent the other spouse for a, mere $50
more, a saving of $50 over the cost of two lawyers ... ,
Rip-Off Number 3: In personal injury actions, where
you represent the plaintiff, never say that your fee is
one-third of whatever you ·recover. Instead, tell the
client: "If we win, your share is two-thirds; if we lose; I
don't charge you any fee at all." Of course, you simply'
do not mention that in either case the client must pay
the expenses of the litigation., Certain types of tort
actions are more costly to bring than othe'r types, and
medical malpractice is the most expensive of all. Even a
small malpractice, case, .if tried and lost can cost
$5,000 in investigators' fees, expert witness fees, cost
of hospital records, etc. Nor do you mention that your
fee of one-third comes off the top of any recovery. For
example, if the case settles for $20,000 and there are
$5,000 in expenses, your fee is one-third of $20,000,
or $6,666, not one-third of $15,000. Therefore, the
victorious plaintiff recovers $8,334 ($20,000 minus
your fee of $6,666 and expenses of $5,000).
As every student of Rule One knows, you have to
collect your fee (and get reimbursed for any expenses)
before the case is tried, or you'll never get it from the
client. Hence, in caseswhich arevery costly to prepare
(such- as medical, malpractice cases) you will naturally
want to get some "front money" from the client. If he
objects to paying you $2,000 or $3,000 in advance for
a case which you have already agreed to 'take on a
contingent fee, just explain it as a "retainer." After all,

Know

we have to be fair, and the (lower your voice an octave
here) Canons of Professional Ethics strictly prohibit
lawyers from advancing money to clients ...
Rip-Off Number 4: This ply involves the defense of
criminal cases in the federal courts, so it is particularly
valuable for people who plan to practice in the District
of Columbia, but it may be of occasional use in other
jurisdictions.
The trick here is a careful manipulation of the
Criminal Justice Act, the federal law which provides
for the payment of lawyers who are assigned to
indigent criminal defendants. Especially for young
lawyers who start out as sole practitioners, the CJA
may be your biggest single source of income during
your first year. With a minimum of tinkering, however,
the CJA can be made even more remunerative.
The lawyer who accepts an appointment under the
Criminal Justice Act applies for payment at the
conclusion of the case by submitting a CJA Form 8.
On this form the lawyer documents his time spent in
and out of court, and certifies that he has not been
paid by the defendant. (By the way, you'd better pad
your hours if, you expect to make a decent fee because
the courts generally knock about 20% off the bills
before approving them.)
What the enterprising lawyer must do is learn to pick
Criminal Justice Act defendants who have a little
money or property of their own, or who have relatives
with some money. Then, in addition to submitting
your bill for the full amount to the government, you
go ahead and touch the ~efendant or his relatives for
all they are worth.
The scheme is foolproof: the defendant's family
never sees your bill to the government, so they don't
know they aren't supposed to pay you anything; and
the Department of Justice, Office of Federal Courts,
doesn't have enough manpower to' check up (even if
they knew the names of the defendant's family), so
you're home free.
When you think about it, it's only fair that the
defendant should pay something if he's able. If he were
truly destitute you'd still provide the same legal service
for him (wouldn't you?) and the system ought to make
some arrangement for the "working poor." After all,
what do they think this is, a give-away society? And
who's more deserving than you ...
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Interview

The Board of Directors of the \ notmq, hurning, and bombing.
Bar Association
has tentatively
The new public interest lawyers
expressed
partial
disagreement
want to get controversies
out of
L
......
project; to which I proudly explained that Nader
both with Freedman and with its
There I was, sitting in a law office, dressed in
the
streets
and
into
the
own
Ethics
Committee.
my only cool Madison Avenue outfit, wondering
and a group
of law students
picketed
the
courts-to
encourage
people to
Although
finding "no objection
prominent
Washington law firm of Wilmer, Cutler
what the hell I was doing there. Across the huge
work within the system. We will
at the present
time"
to the
desk sat Jacob Billig, a prime example of the
and Pickering
because of their selling out the
never achieve this' if we are not
public interest in favor of a corporate giant.
Firm's
advertising,
the Board
dedicated
middle-aged
liberal law firm attorney,
able, as lawyers, to reach out to
He sat motionless for a few seconds. Finally he
added a 'proviso that the word
people in the community,
and to
while to my left sat a young associate attentively
replied with' the relevant statement
"I graduated
"Law" not be used in the Firm's
tell them that they do have legal
examining Mr. Billig's reactions to my statements.
Harvard Law School with Ralph, you know. He's
name in the ads. The Ethics
rights and that we, as lawyers,
hoping to comform -his facial expressions to those
a fine man."
of his employer's.
Co mmittee,
however,
has
are here to help them."
He continued
to question me on my past and
expressly
approved
the name
In February, during a period of total financial
The
Firm's
position
was
present legal activities and concluded with, "You
"Stern Community
Law Firm:'
crisis, I had sent my resume to Mr. Billig. I not
supported
before
the
Ethics
know, Gene, our work does not encompass
the
Noting that the reasoning of. Committee
only contemplated
that I would be able to make
by the D.C. Lawyers
the Board is "neither expressed
some. good quick money, but I also felt that I great problems of our time. If I were to ask you
Committee
for Civil Rights
to cut your hair how would you react?"
nor apparent"
and that its view
would gain a better understanding
of the law firm
Under Law, the American Civil
The question struck me hard. I told him that I . is labeled an "interim position,"
and corporate
structure.
By the time I was
Liberties Union, the Center for
would be extremely
upset and a person would be
Freedman had indicated that the
contacted
. by
Mr. Billig's sweet
sounding
Law and Social Policy, and a
out of touch with reality to request such an act.
ads will continue
to carry the
secretary,
I was already working in a much more
number
of lawyers
and law
He said that he would be in touch at the end of
Firm's
name in full. "We are
interesting area, but I could not see any legitimate
professors
throughout
the
the week. Ithanked him and left.
living in times," he notes, "when
reason
why
I should
exclude
myself
from
country,
including C.S. Rhyne,
Something
told me, following
the interview,
too
many people
are seeking
euphoria
of being
interviewed
by such a
former President of the D.C. Bar
distinguished
member of the Washington Bar.
that
I would not be offered
the position
of
redress
of grievances
through
and the ABA.
I was informed to bring some examples of my
Washington law firm legal clerk. My forecast was
writing with me. Thus, just before it was time to
confirmed
when I received a letter a few days
later.
ride my bicycle down to Billig's 16th Street office
The
"Dear Mr. Mechanic:
I glanced through a couple of papers and several
We have reviewed your resume and writinqand
of my Advocate articles. I considered presenting
"Dedicated
in perpetuity to the service of the
feel that you are undoubtedly
qualified for the
my legal writing paper on radical lawyers, as well
people, that no good cause shall lack a
position.
However, we have decided to employ
as a column on my October bust in Georgetown.
champion and that evil shall not thrive
I sat quietly
across from Billig for several
someone whose career goals seem to be more in
unopposed:'
minutes while he was glancing over my resume.
line with the type of work in which our firm is
-motto
of the Denver Post
His perplexed expression made me want to ask if
presently engaged. . .
. Yours very truly,
.
Jacob Billig'.'
he was disturbed by anything he read, but before
Stuart
Rawlings'
book, My Favorite - Quotations, is now
I could do so he looked up at me and said "Gary,
I had a dream that night of a future alteration
available at the GW bookstore
for $2.
I see you spent some time on a Nader project last
of the legal profession. Corporate practice was on
year." I informed him that my. name was Gene
the way out, and Jacob Billig, poverty striken,
and he laughingly replied that he probably took
crawled into my office begging for a job. My only
my first name and combined
it with my middle
question was, "Mr. Billig, if I were to ask you to
name
Barry,
and came
up with Gary.
He
grow
your
hair
longer'
how
would
you
apologized
and asked me to explain the Nader
react?"

by

Gene Mechanic

QUOTES ...
From

Collection Of Stuart Rawlings

'Enrollment 'Increase Used
To Defray·G.W.U.

The Real Problems At The 'NlCi
fit Was The Worst Of Times'
by Rich Kanoff
Brad Berger
.Once again the crowds of gaping
students
surround
the bulletin
board on the first floor every
hour indicating-no,
the Dean's
resignation is not imminent, but
rather,
another
semester
has
passed at the Law Center. It is as
if without
this little bulletin
board scenario every' half year
no one would realize that. the
time had even gone; But it is at
the big board that groups of
studenst express disbelief at the
grades, at' the semester and at
the school and it is then one
realizes that indeed something
had happened
in the preceding
months. Before the scene repeats
itself, this article and the ones
following
it will examine what
really
took
place
from
the
"Cat
ch :22"experience
'of
registration
of both equipment
and professors in the classroom.
There can be no doubt that
for
a' proportionately
large
number
of students
the law
school
experience
is not
a
favorable
one.
There
are so
many things wrong that every
student
must be affected.
It
might be the class closed for
reqistrationthe clanking of the
heating
system,
the
ineffectiveness
of the SBA, the
grading
system,
a two
day
reading "week" or material not
being explained
properly
(there
are, after all, no legal absolutes).
It appears that the exceptions at
other schools are, at this Law
School, the rule. The physical
plant serves as an apt illustration
of this.
The purpose of the physical
plant of any educational
facility
is to encourage learning through
the comfort
and utility of the
surroundings.
At the Law Center

the.
physical
plant
merely
'pro~ects one from the rain. The
problems
range
from
poor
acoustics
and
the
tropical
climates to immovable seats and
clanking
radiators
and air
conditioners.
There
is in every
major
classroom
a device for voice
amplification
to
help
the
professor in his goal of reaching
the student.
However, as eve'ry
professor knows, turning one of
these
devices
on is a risky
venture
indeed. First, it mightnot work at all and only after
several minutes of more than the
usual amount
of blank stares
does
this
become
obvious.
Second, if it makes any noise it
is only the hi!Jh pitched tone of
excessive
feedback-often
of
deafening
proportions,
These
devices have been repaired many
times and at a great deal of
expense, If they don't work they
should be replaced. There is no
excuse for requiring a professor
to strain to reach his students or
for the students to strain to hear
the professor.
A far more serious problem is
the
climate
control
in the
classroom
and
library.
Both
complexes
are stifling hot in
winter
and
freezing
in the
summer. Since the windows are
for'
all
practical
purposes
nonfunctioning
the problem
is
far worse and the importance of
an accurate
and
functioning
climate
control
system cannot
be minimized.
Professors
have
on occasions
been force
to
cancel classes due to the lack of
ventilation
in the classrooms.
Students
have many times fled
the library in dispair caused only
by excessive heating.
Not only are their climate
systems ineffective but they also

by Jack Hansen
A confidential
interdepartmental
memoranda
from the
Financial Office in Rice Hall to all units of the University has
encouraged
admission's
officers to increase enrollment
next
year. "Due to the operating
deficit in 1970-71
of several
million dollars,
increased
tuition; revenues are required
to
restore George Washington to financial solvencv."

are' noisy. Tile New York City
Subway
is quieter
than
the
basement
of the library while
those misfortunate
enough to be
in the back row of the second or
third floor rooms are lucky to
. hear every other sentence of the
lecture.

The Law School, which already contributes
two dollars to
the University for every dollar spent by the administrators
on
legal education,
is a prime potential source of additional funds.
With a break-even enrollment
on fully allocated costs of 800
students,
the present
enrollment
of over 1500 turns a
significant profit for the University. But we can do better. The
best estimates of the Time and Motion Study Group in the
Financial
Office is that the incremental
costs at. the Law
School will not increase fast enough to even di min ish the
current profit ratio up to 2,000-2,1
00 students.
.',

Both these problems
are, of
course,
exacerbated
by
. overcrowding.
One cannot move
closer to a professor
to hear
better if the classroom is filled
to capacity.
As long as the Law
Center
insists
on
being
the
second largest in the country it
must
maintain
the
requisite
physical facilities. If-the facilities'
cannot
be
expanded
or
modified, the enrollment
should
be
reduced
. Students
have
competed
for library seats and
good
classroom
seats
long

eMu~.

Costs

With Law School applications
running into record numbers
this year it will be difficult to defend a high rejection rate on
the "quality
of the student"
argument used so often in the
. past. As summarized
by a spokesman from the Dean's office,
the argument states that the quality of education
received by
the students
at the Law School is directly
related to the
quality of the students admitted.

.

When questioned
about the effect of such variables. as
faculty student ratio, class size, availability
of library space,
etc., the spokesman
stated succinctly,
"No comment:'
He
added.. however,
that the "Law School has a duty to the
University
as a -whole,
a duty of loyalty,
support
and
sacrifice ... only in this way can the destiny of our alma mater
be fully served. Future generations
will be proud of the
achievements
we have wrested
from the jaws of ~'CIversitY
... etc.etc.etc. "

Of course the seats one is
competing
for are worthy
of
comment
also. It appears that
the only way a' seat can be
purchased
for th.e library is if it
is uncomfortable.
People sitting
"long periods of time should not
have
to
suffer
with
hard
American
University
School of Law will repeat its successful
non-padded
chairs. The seating
summer program in Israel in late July-August,
1971. The program is
in Room lOis acceptable
only
open to Law Students, members of the Bar, and interested Graduate
to the least discriminating
first
Students.
.
year
student.
For
others,
The total cost of $990 includes: round-trip transportation
from
especially during exams, it is a New York-Tel Aviv, four (4) hours tuition (an additional 2 hours
burden on the body and the may be arranged)
transferable
to U.S. Universities,
lodging and
mind.
meals; plus visits with the judicial, legislative and administrative
tribunals
and several sightseeing trips. Time for free travel will be
There are other problems
in available.
The
courses
"Current
Issues
in International
Law"
and
this school
but those are for
Law of the Middle
East"
will be taught
by
future articles. In the absence of "Comparative
distinguished
faculty from America, Israel, and Europe.
meaningful
student
government
A deposit of $50 applied against the total cost will reserve a
action
(and also support)
this
place. Send the deposit or write for further information
to:
column
will
attempt
to
Director, Law and Policy Institute Abroad
communicate
to
the
American University School of Law
ad min is tration
some
of the
Washington, D.C. 20016
troubles
with this institution.

Study Law In Israel
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